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Abstract: A GSM technology is most probably used for location based service, monitoring and calling facilities.
In some cases A GSM bug is also used as a surveillance device for monitoring indoor conversations and
spying on plots of crime by social elements of our country. But one can upgrade the use of the same GSM bug
device with some unique functionality and new architectural design and use them as a security device for
working women. A technology such as these is much needed in countries like India to track the crimes related
to women. By using such device a women who works late night especially engineers and doctors or even girl
students will be able to hide this device inside them while going out in the dark’in case of the emergency a
women will be able to call the cops by pressing an emergency button in that device. The location can also be
monitored by parents who send out their daughters for working or education purposes.
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INTRODUCTION systems were used in banks, Army Bunkers, Airports etc.

There was an increasing crime rate against women in public welfare were for added security especially for
these days and most of them were almost helpless to offer women is the key aspect of this research paper.
any resistant to them like molesting, kidnap, girl and A SIM  card  was  first  introduced  in  mobile
women kidnapping and selling them to any other foreign phones  for  providing  unique  identity  for  the  user as
countries by social elements for money etc. were some of well  as  the  device  [1].  The  Listening  and  tracker
the few examples. This technology will help them to Device was the name of this bug and the main
ensure safety. A GSM is an already existing device in functionality of this bug is to record indoor voices and
mobile phones but it may be useless or too late to ensure transmit it to the user’s location. The user can simply
a women’s safety since one may not know what happened insert a sim card and call to this device through another
to the girl exactly and what the situation she is in. so if mobile phone or through Skype software and listen to the
this technology was introduced one may think in two conversation [2]. 
ways, the first one is ensuring the girl’s safety and the Before the development of nanotechnology A SIM
other one is criminals may think thrice before they could based bug device as in Fig 1 was used for espionage
harm a girl in the fear of being caught. purposes by various developed countries in early 80s-90s

and later nanobots in the shape of insect, or a fly were
Related Works: The scalable transmitter technology was used now [2]. Drone aircraft used for aerial monitoring.
initiated and widely used during the Cold war period But still these SIM based bug devices are widely used in
between USA and Soviet Union. Both sides used such developing countries [3].
devices for espionage missions. In that period between The GSM technology is one of the fastest growing
1980s-90s the few initial devices for espionage purposes technologies and now it comes with 2G, 2.5G and 3G and
has the capacity for recording a person’s conversation, so on. The speed and efficiency of the device is rapidly
call monitoring systems etc. later security-on-press button increasing and so it’s hardware [4].

for security purposes. But advanced security devices for
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Fig. 1: GSM Transmitter BUG

Functional Requirements of the Device:

A Standalone GSM based bug device for women
security
The device must have facility to send a distress call
or cancel a distress call to the cop control room and
also her parents.
Separate buttons for sending a distress call and
cancelling a distress call should be made
A separate socket for embedding this device inside
the mobile phone
The device must extract its power from the mobile
battery when the phone is charged, how to transfer Fig. 3: Internal Architecture of the Security Device
power from one battery to another must be found.
A separate network architecture which is more or less the GSM spy bug. The only additional features embedded
equal to the GSM architecture for call transfer with this spy device are LED display, Distress call button
mechanism must be designed. and instead of using traditional sim card we are using
Risk factors and effective risk management on or Micro sim.
before marketing the device must be analysed. Here we propose a basic speed dial mechanism for

Gsm Security Device: The GSM security device consists as the speed dial for the cop control room and also the
of two buttons, one for sending the distress call and family, the distress call button when pressed sends the
another for cancelling the distress call and a USB plug-in distress signal which travels through a network in a
which acts as the primary area which connects the device fraction  of second, most probably the nearby cop
into the computer [5]. A separate charging socket will be stations will receive the alert and they can act soon [5].
at the bottom of device. The USB socket is just for The location of the person will be determined and the
notifying whether the device is currently  connected to corresponding person’s name and details along with the
the mobile phone or not and also the battery level of the photo will be displayed in the monitoring screen of the
device and it serves no other purpose. This was the cop control room and also a text message will be sent to
external architecture of the device. The internal the family members of the girl so that both SMS facility
architecture of the device comprises of a Micro sim which and Speed dial facility gets used in the process.
acts as the basic means of equipment identity and
communication, a communication port for sending and Carrying the Device Unnoticed: There are many ways in
receiving signals and an LED port in which it which a girl can carry this device while going out in dark
acknowledges the user’s request by displaying beneath the sleeves or hidden in pocket etc. the diagram
“SENDING DISTRESS CALL” and “CANCELLING given below illustrates one of the means of carrying the
DISTRESS   CALL”.   The   communication    ports, device unnoticed and outline network functionality of the
Supply port, Button, Battery  were  similar  architecture  to GSM security device.

Fig. 2: External Architecture of the Security 

those two buttons in which the distress call button acts
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Table 1: Comparison of Traditional and Security GSM Device

Traditional GSM device Proposed GSM Security device Reason

Normal sim card is used Micro sim card is used To compensate the proposed size

LED display is not available LED display is available To display status of the user’s request

Has a separate charger Charger embedded along with the mobile charger itself Marketing of the device will be quite easy

Only has GPS and voice monitoring facility Voice monitoring facility is not there but automatic The main aim of the proposed architecture

SMS facility comes along with proposed network architecture is to send alert from the security device

to cops and parents, hence voice monitoring is

not necessary

Size of the device is quite large and it’s a We introduce a separate socket for embedding No one pay interest to buy a standalone spy

standalone device this device inside the mobile phone and the overall internal device, instead if the device comes along with

architecture of the device is tightly packed the mobile phone, it is easy to market all over

the world quickly.

Fig. 4: Outline Network Architecture of the Security
Device

Power Source Construction: What we actually need for
a proper power source construction for this locator device Fig. 6: Charger Design for Flexible Power Supply
is, we must design it in the manner that the battery of the
GSM absorbs its power from the mobile phone battery This type of power source construction can be
when the phone is being charged. So that the suggested applied in initial stages of this introduction of this device
method of achieving this is by introducing separate 3-pin in market and it can be upgraded later after the successful
architecture for charging a battery (probably inherited deployment of this device.
feature of a mobile phone charging socket) can be Firstly,  we  can  rely  on  cheap  and easier  method
introduced though that was not easy to accomplish since of  designing  a  power  source  to  avoid   any  huge
entire power source architecture of the mobile phone losses of investment in the research sector in case of a
might  change  a little. The cheaper method of charging failure. And after the successful production of this type
the   device  when  it  was  inside  mobile  phone  is, of power source and deploy it in market one can later
simply  introduce a separate plug along with a charger think about upgrading the device. Cheaper production
wire (in the manner that two pins comes along with a may reduce the cost of the device in which that was the
single charger wire, one for mobile and the other for the only way to reach the people faster, even to the middle
GSM device). income group.

Fig. 5: Carrying the Bug under the Sleeves
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Embedding the Security Device Inside a Mobile Phone:
This device can be embedded inside the mobile phone
just like inserting a memory card inside the respective
socket. The image given below is the suggested method
of inserting the GSM Device inside the mobile. The mobile
phones in future can be designed in such a manner that
the risks of selling the independent device can be
avoided. Since mobile phones can reach the people more
fast that any other means of marketing this device across
the world. Fig.7: Method of Embedding Security Device Inside the

Above all there is a purpose why we suggest Phone
embedding this device inside the mobile phone, since
there are already smart phone technology and IMI number
technology, these technologies might not come in handy
in case of a kidnap or a physical assault and also it is
hardly the best since only after two or three days after the
girl went missing can be identified that too only the
location of that particular phone can be located but it is
hardly a clue to locate the girl. When the girl presses a
distress call button every available cop stations around
the area will receive the alert and also the parents will
receive the alert in that particular occasion, so that cops Fig. 8: Socket Design
can react fast.

Embedding  the  device  inside the mobile phone is Network Architecture of the Security Device: The GSM
not  much  a tough task. Initially we will try embedding architecture includes the functions of the databases and
this  device  inside  a  normal  phone  than a smart phone. messaging systems:
A separate socket similar to the memory card socket can
be introduced for this purpose. A separate socket may not Home Location Register (HLR)
be favourable in a smart phone since the thickness of a Visitor Location Register (VLR)
Smartphone is relatively small. In this paper we suggest a Equipment Identity Register (EIR)
normal cell phone in which it can provide an easy space Authentication Centre (AuC)
for the socket. The socket serves only as the holding Gateway MSC (GMSC)
space for this device and it has no other functionalities
except the charging of this device when the mobile phone In A Gsm Network, The Following Areas Are Defined:
gets charged. The mobile battery will provide the enough
power to this device so that unlike the other Facilities of GSM Bug: GSM bug is the device which is used for
the Smartphone like GPS, IMI facility etc. comes along locating the victim, each device is given a number
with this device independently. The main difference that uniquely identifies the particular woman
between the Smartphone and this device with respect to registered for the device.
the GPS facility is, GPS and IMI will be only used as Visitor Location Area: Each Location Area is
commercial and it hardly helps in case of a crime but this assigned a Location Area Identity (LAI). Each
spy bugging facility helps in most cases not only for Location Area is served by one or more BSCs.
identifying the person and also the person herself can Equipment Identity Register: This register holds the
send an alert signal to cops and also her parents. equipment ID which was registered to a unique

The outline diagram of the suggested means of subscriber.
embedding this device inside the mobile phone is given Authentication Centre: This register respond to
below. Since we are only establishing a basic prototype of particular request issued by the subscriber. Which is
the device at the beginning a normal mobile phone is most probably used for switching and connection
enough to demonstrate the application of this device. termination
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Gateway MSC: The emergency request issued by the One can make use of SMS switching service also for
subscriber is routed to the operator and it acts as the added security. When the identity of the victim is
interface between the device and the operator who identified in the register an auto sms facility must be
provides the service. promoted to send information to the mobile phone of

Connection Establishment Between Device and Network: When the subscriber presses the cancel request
When  a  woman makes a distress call to a PSTN button the connection is terminated and as long as
telephone  subscriber,  the   following   sequence of the emergency button is active the connection will
events takes place: not be terminated.

The MSC/VLR receives the emergency request from Risk Analysis and Risk Management: One must take
the subscriber as he presses the emergency button. more precautions in marketing this device across the
The MSC/VLR identifies the device through it country, since there are various risk factors such as
registers and the connection is established between Device misuse, Making a local device and selling it in the
the device and the operator through gateway. black market etc. The table 2 suggests various risk factors
The distress call gets automatically switched to the and how to promote effective risk management.
cops control room. The device must be sanctioned to registered users
The cops maintain a separate register for maintaining and illegal usage of this device will be strictly monitored
the list of approved devices and as the device and first of all, the network architecture and the means of
identity matches the one which was in the list of communications  must be fast and very much reliable.
approved device list the identity of the victim is This can be achieved since 3G networks have taken its toll
displayed in cops control room. and high speed smart WAN were established throughout

Fig. 9: Network Design of GSM Security Device Fig. 10: Risk Analysis

the victim’s parents.

the world networking will be a handy task. And women
can only use this device when they are travelling alone or
in late night. Now a day in most of the developing
countries offering high paid jobs, over time work is near
inevitable.

Table 2: Risk Factors and Management

Risk Factor Solution

Device Black market Only registered devices can receive full support from the government, local made devices cannot access any support

Improper or accidental use of the device The device has couple of buttons for sending distress call and also cancelling the request

Prank calls Women using this device can register their names before using the device so that a distress call from that particular

registered person will be answered and will be sent help

Gender limitations Only women can get the device whereas for men the device will not be issued.
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CONCLUSION 2. Tapan K. Sarkar, 2005. “A Look at Some of the

In these days of increased crime rates most probably Maxwellian Viewpoint”, In Proc. of IEEE International
towards the women, one may consider developing a Conference on Wireless Communications and
technology which protects them from slaughter. The Applied         Computational        Electromagnetics,
companies which were keen on developing Wi-Fi, pp: 638-641.
Increased speed for social network connectivity, 3. David Amzallag, Reuven Bar Yehuda, Danny Raz and
Smartphone etc. can consider developing such a Gabriel Scalosub,  2013. “Cell Selection in 4G Cellular
technology   which   can   ensure   a   women’s  safety. Networks”, IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing,
The required features and design of the GSM security 12(7): 1443-1455.
device on the basis of size, network architecture, 4. GuifenGu and Guili Peng, 2010. “The Survey of GSM
embedding method, risk factors and risk management Wireless Communication System”, In Proc. of IEEE
have been discussed clearly. International Conference on Computer and
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